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(R4) 14:35 TAUNTON, 2m 2f 40y 

Michael Spiers Novices' Chase (Class 4) (4YO plus)
No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 14F42-1 BREWIN'UPASTORM (IRE) 21 
b g Milan - Daraheen Diamond

6 11 - 8 R Johnson
Olly Murphy

148

Jockey Colours: Pink, red chevrons, pink sleeves, white stars, red cap, pink star
Timeform says: Achieved plenty despite winning only once as a novice hurdler and going to
be even better over fences judged by his impressive success at Carlisle (2m) on return.
Longer trip sure to suit. Exciting.  (Forecast 1.62)

Notes: 

2 43521-8 PAINT THE DREAM 34 
b g Brian Boru - Vineuil

5 11 - 2t C Brace (3)
F O'Brien

127

Jockey Colours: Black, red cross belts and armlets, quartered cap
Timeform says: Successful fairly useful hurdler who should have come on for his
reappearance in the Persian War at Chepstow and should prove just as good over fences in
time for in-form yard.  (Forecast 26.00)

Notes: 

3 252635 ROMANOR 36 D 
b g Holy Roman Emperor - Salinia

5 11 - 2h J McGrath
J W Mullins

115

Jockey Colours: Emerald green, yellow stars, seams on sleeves, star on cap
Timeform says: Won 3 handicap hurdles in summer 2018 and has generally held his form
well this campaign. Takes on some classier and exciting chasers on his first go at the game
and has a stiff task.  (Forecast 101.00)

Notes: 

4 13217-2 SOUTHFIELD STONE 23 C BF 
gr g Fair Mix - Laureldean Belle

6 11 - 2 H Cobden
P F Nicholls

142

Jockey Colours: White, dark blue cross belts, red and white check sleeves, red cap
Timeform says: Useful 3-time novice hurdle winner over 2m (including here and a Kempton
Grade 2) and should be just as good over fences, looking in need of the run/experience on
his return at Exeter. Better to come.  (Forecast 2.75)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: BREWIN'UPASTORM rates a very exciting chaser in the making after his
impressive comeback at Carlisle when beating some budding rivals. Having finished fourth in the
Ballymore at the Cheltenham Festival in March this longer trip is sure to suit and he can make it 2 from
2 in this sphere. There is surely more to come from Southfield Stone in this discipline and he's the
clear danger.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: BREWIN'UPASTORM (1) 
2: SOUTHFIELD STONE (4) 
3: PAINT THE DREAM (2)


